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District Employees, Local 2765, WCCME, AFSCME, AFL-CIO. 

Mulcahy &Wherry, S.C., by Mark L. Olson, appearing on behalf 
of the School District of Menomonee Falls. 

ARBITRATION HEARING BACKGROUND: 

On May 26, 1982, the undersigned was notified by the Wisconsin 
Employment Relations Commission of appointment as mediator/arbitrator, 
pursuant to Section 111.70(4)(cm)6 of the Municipal Employment Rela- 
tions Act in the matter of impasse between the Menomonee Falls School 
District Employees, Local 2765, WCCME, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, hereinafter 
referred to as the Union, and the School District of Menomonee Falls, 
hreinafter referred to as the District. Pursuant to the statutory 

t-- requirement, mediation proceedings were conducted between the parties 
on July 6, 1982. Mediation failed to resolve the impasse and the 
matter proceeded to arbitration on August 10, 1982. At that time, the 
parties were given full opportunity to present relevant evidence and 
make oral arguments. The proceedings were not transcribed. Post 
hearing briefs were filed with and exchanged through the arbitrator 
on October 8, 1982. 

THE ISSUES: 

Salary, health and dental insurance, job reclassifications, and 
language modification, remain at impasse between the parties. The 
final offers are attached as Appendix "A" and "B". 

STATUTORY CRITERIA: 

Since no voluntary impasse procedure was agreed to between the 
parties regarding the above impasse, the undersigned, under the Muni- 
cipal Employment Relations Act, is required to choose the entire final 
offer of one of the parties on the unresolved issues. 

Section 111.70(4)(cm)7 requires the mediator/arbitrator to con- 
sider the following criteria in the decision process: 

A. The lawful authority of the municipal employer. 

B. Stipulations of the parties. 
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C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

The interests and welfare of the public and the financial 
ability of the unit of government to meet the costs of any 
proposed settlement. 

Comparison of wages, hours and conditions of employment of 
municipal employes involved in the arbitration proceedings 
with the wages. hours and conditions of employment of other 
emploves performing similar services and with other employes 
generally-in public employment- in the same community and in 
comparable communities and in private employment in the same 
community and comprable communities. 

The average consumer prices for goods 
known as cost-of-living. 

and services, commonly 

The overall compensation presently received by municipal em- 
ployes including direct wage compensation, vacation, holidays 
and excused time, insurance and pensions, medical and hospital- 
ization benefits, the continuity and stability of employment, 
and all other benefits received. 

Changes in any of the foregoing circumstances during the 
pendency of the arbitration proceedings. 

Such other factors, not confined to the foregoing, which 
are normally or traditionally taken into consideration in the 
determination of wages, hours and conditions of employment 
through voluntary collective bargaining, mediation, fact- 
finding, arbitration or otherwise between the parties, in the 
public service or in private employment. 

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES: 

Position of the District: The District contends current economic 
conditions. comnarables. and demonstrated need for reclassification of 
the accounts clerk supports its position. Maintaining it is faced with 
declining enrollments, reductions in State aid, layoffs and school 
closing, and dramatic increases in tax delinquency in the County, the 
District posits moderation must be exercised in granting wage and 
fringe benefit increases to its employees. Finally, noting private 
sector businesses have been hard hit by recession and private sector 
unions have accepted wage concessions, the District argues the current 
economic state demands the interest and welfare of the public be an 
overriding consideration in the instant matter. 

Comparing itself to sixteen other districts in the immediate area, 
which it maintains meets criteria previously established by arbitrators 
as a basis for selection of comparables, the District argues both in- 
ternal and external comparisons and private sector comparisons support 
its position on wage rates and dental and health insurance contributions. 
The District contends that when the cost of all new benefits to the 
clerical unit is costed into the package, its offer to this unit for 
1982-83 is consistent with the settlements reached with food service 
and teacher aide employees. It also argues the offer is consistent 
with its final offer presented to the teachers' unit and the offer it 
has made in negotiations to the custodial workers. The District con- 
tinues that while the 1981-82 total package increases given its other 
bargaining units were slightly higher than the 1981-82 offers to the 
cierical unit, the settlements reflected agreement reached when in- 
flation rates were considerably higher than present rates. Finally, 
the District posits the Union offers no credible evidence to support 
wage increases which exceed the increases voluntarily accepted by the 
other organized employees within the District. 

The District continues the Union not only seeks increases beyond 
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those established within the internal comparisons, but it seeks a 
1981-82 wage increase which far exceeds the private sector wage in- 
crease pattern set in the area. Further, positing its offer is more 
reasonable than the Union's, the District maintains its wage increase 
offer is more comparable to the increases received by private sector 
employees with similar job responsibilities and its health and dental 
insurance offer meets or exceeds health and dental insurance contri- 
butions made by private sector employers. 

Maintaining the 1982-83 insurance benefits it offers is the same 
level of benefits it has offered its other bargaining units, the Dis- 
trict continues it has attempted to maintain the same level of bene- 
fits among all its employees, an equity concept which has been upheld 
by many arbitrators. In addition to this effort, the District posits 
it has historically paid less than the full health insurance premium 
and notes it paid 90/. of the premium expressed in dollars in 1979 and 
1980. It continues the 93.5% of the 1982-83 premium expressed in 
dollars is then consistent with the historical relationship. Thus, the 
District concludes its insurance offer is more equitable than the Union's. 

Finally, maintaining the burden of proof with respect to change in 
the status quo rests with the party proposing a change, the District 
argues the Union has failed to establish a persuasive need for change 
in any of its proposed language revisions and for reclassification of 
the Secretary I and Secretary II positions. The District asserts it, 
however, has established a need for additional compensation of the 
accounts clerk. It declares the accounts clerk position requires 
additional training and has more responsibilities than other clerical 
positions, thus, in order to attract and retain qualified individuals, 
the need exists to compensate them accordingly. 

The Position of the Union: The Union, challenging the District's 
selection of comnarables. notes the District's comnarables include 
smaller districts whose similarity to Menomonee Fails is minimal. Fur- 
ther, it questions the District's method of selection of comparables 
since districts like Cedarburg are included but geographically abutting 

F _ districts like Mequon-Thiensville and Wauwatosa are excluded. Finally, 
the Union posits the District is inconsistent in its selection of com- 
parables and has excluded several districts which fall in the enroll- 
ment range set by the District which are geographically near such as 
Cudahy, Greenfield, Oak Creek-Franklin, and West Allis. In support 
of its comparables! the Union declares a better cross reference of 
schools includes districts in the Milwaukee metropolitan area with a 
1981-82 enrollment over 3,000 since they share similar economic pres- 
sures and a similar labor market. The Union notes all of the districts 
it proposes are within the same geographical distribution of districts 
as those selected by the District. Additionally, the Union states it 
does not object to including Waukesha County Technical Institute, the 
Village of Monomonee Falls and Waukesha County as a secondary ring of 
cornparables as long as the District uses similar job classifications 
when comparing wage rates. 

Relying primarily upon cornparables, the Union contends its wage 
rate and health and dental insurance benefit offer is more reasonable 
than the District'swhen external comparisons are made. Positing its 
wage offer maintains rank among the comparable districts, the Union 
asserts the Employer's offer would result in the employees falling far 
behind in wages. Further, the Union declares its offer is competitive 
when percentage increases are considered. It continues its wage offer 
is also more similar to settlements reached within the District, itself. 
Finally, it contends that among the non-school district units proposed 
as comparables by the District, the Employer's comparisons are in- 
appropriate since the Employer compaxed job classifications in those 
units which are not comparable to the bargaining unit's classifications. 



The Union, positing its health and dental insurance offer for 1982- 
to by the parties in 1981-82, 83 only maintains the status quo agreed 

asserts its offer is more similar to benefits received by other employees 
working for the District. It continues a review of the external com- 
parisons supports the District's assumption of the total cost of health 
and dental premiums. 

Contending the clerical unit receives disparate treatment from the 
District in the dental care area, the Union declares the dental insurance 
provision is a critical issue. Noting the District's offer does not 
guarantee clerical employees coverage under the same plan provided its 
other employees, the Union argues the possibility of clerical unit em- 
ployees being treated differently continues. Finally, the Union asserts 
the cost of the Union's offer in this area is significantly reduced 
each month the contract remains unsettled since the provision is not 
retroactive and the bargaining unit is now without dental insurance. 

Charging the District has not demonstrated it is any worse off 
economically than surrounding districts, the Union rejects the District's 
position regarding the cost of living criteria. The Union posits the 
District's offer lags far behind the actual rise in the Consumer Price 
Index and notes the June 1980 to June 1981 Consumer Price Index, All 
Items Urban Wage Earners, increased 9.5%, an amount which closely coin- 
cides with its 1981-82 offer. The Union continues the June 1981 to 
June 1982 Consumer Price Index figure is 6.9% and concludes its 1982-83 
offer of 7.75%, compared to the District's offer of 4.7%, prevents its 
employees from losing significant purchasing power due to inflation. 

Declaring the District's proposal to upgrade the accounts clerk 
position was not made until the final offer stage of the mediation/ 
arbitration process, the Union maintains this proposal is inappropriate 
and not consistent with the intent of the mediation/arbitration law. 
The Union concludes the District should not be encouraged to add "new" 
proposals up to and including the last exchange of final offers. 

Stating the Union has proposed a major language revision con- 
cerning the layoff provision, the Union posits these changes were pro- . posed to accomodate the District's concerns regarding bumping into the 
accounts clerk position and the Union' membership's concern over the 
relatively little difference in wages and responsibilities between the 
Secretary II and Secretary III positions. It continues this proposal, 
clarifying the existing language, is made now to improve upon the ex- 
isting language while there is no emotionally charged situation to im- 
pact upon the language. Further, the Union declares its proposal re- 
garding layoff has precedence within the District in the Custodial/ 
Ymintenance contract and in similar provisions which exist among other 
districts. 

Finally, the Union states several of the other language changes 
within its proposal were made as responses to original District pro- 
posals to which the Union acquiesced. Thus, it declares there is no 
need to make arguments in support of these changes. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Comparables: In addition to mutually agreeing upon eleven 
districts, Waukesha, Elmbrook, West Bend, New Berlin, Oconomowoc, 
Mukwanago, Muskego, Kettle Morraine, Hamilton, Germantown and Arrowhead 
UHS, as comparable districts in the public sector in this dispute, 
both parties have suggested a number of other districts for comparables. 
The Employer has proposed five districts which it contends meets pre- 
vious arbitral standards set forth in prior interest arbitration awards 
and the Union has proposed eight districts which primarily lie within 
Milwaukee County contending they not only are geographically near but 
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constitute districts which comprise the same labor pool and compete under 
the same economic conditions. All the additional districts proposed by 
both parties fall within the parameters set forth by the parties when 
they mutually agreed upon the initial eleven districts so conceivably 
they could be added to the pool of comparables. The undersigned has 
chosen to exclude them, however, since it appears the only reason to 
include them would be to provide additional support to each party's 
respective position and the comparable pool of eleven districts is 
large enough to establish an area pattern of acceptable wages and bene- 
fits. Having excluded these districts, however, does not mean the 
arbitrator accepted the District's argument that districts proposed 
by the Union are not appropriate cornparables since it is clear some 
of these districts abut Menomonee Falls and are of similar populations 
and therefore are as likely to be comparable as those mutually agreed 
districts which are either larger or smaller in population and farther 
away both from Menomonee Falls and the Milwaukee urban area. 

The District also proposes comparisons be made with non-school 
governmental units and non-governmental units within the area. Since 
the labor market for clericals includes the private sector as well as 
other public sector jurisdictions, the undersigned did review the 
positions of the parties relative to these comparisons. Secondary 
weight was assigned to them, however, since there are clearly differ- 
ences in job titles, assigned duties, classifications and salary 
schedules. While the District testified such comparisons had been 
made on a basis of job responsibilities, it is difficult to generate 
meaningful comparisons since employees are classified and compensated 
according to local organizations. In assigning secondary weight to 
these comparisons, the undersigned also recognized comparisons of 
clerical employees within similar school districts to be more appro- 
priate since it is likely the classifications and compensation will not 
only be more closely related to the function each individual performs 
within a shcool district but will more nearly approximate the 10 month 
and 12 month positions created in this school district. 

In General: 
L 

While there are differences between the parties 
regarding job classifications and layoff and other language changes, 
the undersigned concludes the major differences between them lies in 
wage rate increases and District contribution to health and dental 
insurance. Declaring the economy demands moderation in wage proposals, 
the District argues the interest and welfare of the public must be an 
overriding consideration when the uncertainty of the economy is mea- 
sured against the increases sought by the Union. In weighing the in- 
terest and welfare of the public as a factor in accepting a final 
offer, it is incumbent upon the evaluator to not confuse the inability 
of a governmental body to payincreases in the cost of providing services 
with the interest and welfare of the public which more appropriately 
addresses a cost/benefit ratio for the provision of services. Included 
in developing such a ratio should be the consideration of the costs 
of providing benefits at a certain level compared with the correspond- 
ing difference for other possible actions. In attempting to arrive at 
such an evaluation, the indirect consequences resulting from the deci- 
sion should also be considered, therefore,.it is not inappropriate to 
consider the economic conditions prevalent when such a decision is 
reached but it may not be the overriding factor. 

In this instance, weighed against the general economic conditions 
must be the ability of the governmental unit to absorb cost increases 
without creating financial difficulties within the governmental unit, 
without significantly increasing taxes which would cause an additional 
burden on those outside the governmental unit experiencing financial 
diEficulties or without significantly cutting back on services. In 
addition to weighing the general impact of a wage increase within a 
governmental unit on the interest and welfare of the public, there is 
also the need to compare the proposed increases with the salary 
positions of theemployees over a period of time to determine whether 
their relationships with others remains relatively stable since a 
stable relationship is also in the interest and welfare of the public. 



The final offers of the parties in this instance creates a 
peculiar problem in that not only are wage increases for 1982-83 
being determined but the 1981-82 increase is also being determined. 
Ideally, the 1981-82 contract should be decided upon the conditions 
which were prevalent in 1981-82 considerations and the 1982-83 con- 
tract should be decided upon current considerations. G iven the 
impossibility of doing this since the final offer cannot be divided, 
it must be decided which year's factors will be given more emphasis. 
Clearly, if the parties had reached agreement on the 1981-82 con- 
tract, the economic conditions in 1982-83, in addition to the other 
factors considered, would carry considerable weight. Weighed against 
this factor, however, is the fact that the District has already bud- 
geted and levied taxes for any increase which might occur in 1981-82. 
Thus, particularly as an increase might impact upon the taxpayer, the 
effect of a 1981-82 wage increase is minimized. Further, the economic 
conditions preceding the 1981-82 contractual year were significantly 
different than the economic conditions preceding the 1982-83 contrac- 
tual year. The inflationary rate existing prior to the 1981-82 con- 
tract year was almost double that which precedes the 1982-83 year and 
percentage increases in wages for 1981-82 generally reflect that 
inflationary rate. Now, to decide a past contract plus next year’s 
contract with the 1982-83 economic conditions and other factors 
known, given the iolmense difference in the same factors in 1981-82, 
becomes a "Catch 22". In deciding, however, which year's factors will 
be given more consideration, the undersigned has concluded that when 
two such diverse circumstances exist more weight must be assigned to 
current factors in order to give adequate weight to the effect of 1982-83. 

On the economic issues, the District, claiming its offer is the 
more reasonable, states the cost of its final offer in 1981-82 is 7.79% 
for wages and 10.34% total package and 4.64% for wages and 7.61% total 
package in 1982-83. It continues, the Union's offer in 1981-82 costs 
out as a 9.62% increase in wages and a 12.04% increase in total package 
and 7.77% increase in wages and 11.63% increase in total package for 
1982-83. Further, as support for its position! the District cites in- 
ternal comparisons, comparisons with other similar public sector dis- 
tricts and comparisons with the private sector. 1 

In order to determine which economic package is more reasonable, 
the percentage increases, relative rank and the dollar and cent wage 
rate increases must be considered. A comparison of the package offers 
with the cost of living index increase from June 1980 to June 1981 at 
9.5% indicates the District's offer of 10.34% more nearly approximates 
the cost of living increase. Further, the District's offer for 1982-83 
also exceeds the projected rate of inflation for 1982-83. Thus, on the 
basis of straight percentage increases, the District's offer is the 
more reasonable of the two. 

A comaprison of the percentage increases in 1981-82 internally 
and in the private sector reveals the District's offer is less than 
any other offer it made with its bargaining units but is consistent 
with or higher than private sector percentage increases. While the 
percentage comparisons do not reflect the actual dollar and cent in- 
creases on the wage rates, they do indicate what employees were will- 
ing to agree upon as rate increases which maintain, as nearly as 
possible, the status quo relative to their purchasing ability. The 
undersigned rejects the District's argument that it is justified in 
offering a lesser rate of increase to the clerical unit than it did 
its other employees because it submitted final offers at a later date 
when a different inflationary rate was known. However, the finding 
that the District's offer is slightly less than its offer to other 
employees is offset by the fact that the District's rate increase is 
consistent with or higher than the percentage increases which were a- 
greed to within the private sector. Thus, the undersigned concludes, 
on the basis of comparisons internally and with private sector em- 
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ployers, neither the District's offer nor the Union's offer determines 
which of the final offers is more reasonable. 

Of those public sector comparables settled in 1982-83, it appears 
the Union's offer more closely approximates the wage rate percentage 
increases agreed to, although the percentage increase on the wage rate 
may or may not reflect the total package increase. Thus, since there 
is no evidence to conclude whether or not the Union's total package 
offer is more comparable or not, no conclusion was drawn relative to 
percentage increases in the public sector comparables in 1982-83. 

A review of the wage rates, while difficult to compare since job 
responsibilities, assigned duties, job titles, etc. vary and affect 
rates paid, indicates the District's offer more closely approximates 
the wage rate increases reflected with the private sector at the mini- 
mum rate structure but that the Union's offer more closely approximates 
the wage increases reflected within the private sector at the maximum 
rate. Further, a review of the other public sector comparable rates in- 
dicates the District's offer is more consistent with the rates paid at 
the minimum level while the Union's offer is more consistent with the 
rates paid at the maximum level. 

The District has argued it is more appropriate to measure the 
rates paid its employees with comparable employees by comparing the 
minimum rates only since the maximum rates paid by certain employers 
do not have a fixed salary schedule or require a longer timeline to 
reach the maximum level than does the schedule in Menomonee Falls. 
The undersigned rejects this argument and finds maximum rates are as 
important a comparison as minimum rates. In the instant matter the 
maximum rate is reached after 120 days of employment. The initial 
rate paid, therefore, is very similar to a probationary rate rather 
than a rate paid as a starting salary. Thus, in comparing the maximum 
rates, it must be considered that the Menomonee Falls clerical unit re- 
ceives maximum pay over a greater number of years than employees in 
other districts. It must also be recognized, however, that while it 
may take other employees in other districts longer to reach a maximum 

-7 rate than it does this clerical unit, there are built in step increases 
in the other districts which provide for additional compensation over 
any negotiated increases in wages, thus overall the differences may be 
offsetting factors. 

When the minimum rate increases for 1981-82 and 1982-83 are compared 
to the other districts, it is noted the rank of the District compared 
to the other districts is high and remains relatively stable from 1981- 
82 to 1982-83 under the District's offer. Under the Union's offer there 
is slight improvement in rank between 1981-82 and 1982-83. Further, 
when the cents per hour increases are compared at the minimum rates, the 
District's offer is similar to the cents per hour increases in the other 
districts. 

A comparison of the wage rates paid the Menomonee Falls employees 
for both 1982 and 1983 at the maximum level indicates the wages for all 
positions are among the lowest paid rates in the comparables. The 
Elementary School Secretary, under either offer, the District's or the 
Union's, would retain a ranking of 10 of 12 districts. While not all 
the districts are settled in 1982-83, a comparison of the maximum rates 
for 1982-83 under the final offers compared to the maximum rates paid 
other districts in 1981-82 indicates the rank for 1982-83 would remain 
the same as the 1981-82 ranking, therefore, even minimal increases in 
the remaining unsettled districts would result in the Menomonee Falls 
employees not changing rank and possible falling farther behind in the 
difference between the rates paid. Under either offer in 1981-82, 
Middle School Secretaries would be paid at the lowest rate among the 
comparable districts. Further, applying the same analysis to the Nid- 
dle School Secretaries' increase in 1982-83 as was applied to the Ele- 



mentary School Secretaries above, the Iliddle School Secretaries rank 
would remain lowest in 1982-83. 

Under the Secretary I and II positions it is more difficult to 
tell how rank at the maximum level might change from 1981-82 to 1982- 
83 since three of the five unsettleddistrictsin 1982-83 have lower 
wage rates than the Menomonee Falls clerical unit. It is noted, how- 
ever, that the two positions would vary slightly in rank in 1981-82 de- 
pendent upon which offer would be implemented and an improvement or a 
drop in rank would occur in 1982-83 dependent upon which offer is im- 
plemented and assuming all cornparables maintain a status quo. Finally, 
the Accounts Clerk position, under either offer in both years, results 
in the position being among the lowest paid positions within the com- 
parable districts. In 1981-82, under the Union's offer, the position 
would be ranked 9 or 10th of 12 and under the District's offer, the 
rank would be 10th or 11th of 12 depending upon which maximum rate 
given the undersigned is correct. Further, in 1982-83, of the known 
settlements, under either offer, the position would become the lowest 
paid. -Jhile the undersigned has noted these changes in rank from 
1981-82 to 1982-83, the changes are minor. More importance would be 
given these changes had the Union demonstrated it had been consistently 
dropping in rank over the years, however no such change in position 
was shown. 

Since there is such a variance in the number of years it takes 
employees to reach the maximum level in other districts, the difference 
in rank between the minimum and maximum level is also somewhat mitigated.' 
The important factor, then, in determining which of the wage offers is 
more reasonable is which offer is more similar to the percentage in- 
creases experienced by other comparables and established as the cost of 
living increase. In both instances, the District's offer is the more 
reasonable. 

There is no dispute between the parties over the District's con- 
tribution toward the health insurance premiums in 1981-82. Differences, 
however, exist between the two offers in 1982-83. Differences also 

: occur over the provision of dental insurance. 

In support of its offer, the District argues it has historically 
provided insurance benefits with an employee pay-in. The undersigned 
is not persuaded by this argument. 1979 and 1980, the years which 
the District stated set precedence for its argument were part of a two 
year contract and as such does not establish a pattern. Further, the 
District's willingness to assume 100% of the cost of the insurance 
premium in 1981-82 as part of its final offer contradicts the state- 
ment that historically employees have contributed toward the insurance 
premium. 

As to the insurance equity argument raised by the District, the 
undersigned finds the District has not been consistent in this area 
either. The evidence shows both the teachers and the custodial/main-, 
tenance unit have been provided with dental insurance in the past. 
Further, the District's offer of dental insurance to the clerical unit 
does not indicate the District intends to offer the clericals the 
same dental insurance it has offered its other employees. The District 
is correct in stating its offers to the three units in 1982-83, pertain- 
ing to employee pay-in in these areas is consistent, however that is 
counter-balanced by the fact that the three units all seek 100% assump- 
tion of the cost. Therefore, the undersigned finds the question of 
equity is not as determinative as it might be in other circumstances. 

1 
i. The number of years needed to reach maximum in other districts vary 

from 2 to 10 years with the mean number of years being 5 and the 
average number of years being 4.67, 
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Finally, although the District has argued the cornparables support 
its final offer with regard to the provision and payment of health and 
dental insurance, a review of the evidence submitted indicates the 
majority of both public and private sector comparables provide full 
payment of health and dental insurance benefits by the employer. Thus, 
on the basis of cmparisons, the undersigned concludes the Union's 
offer, which is most similar to the comparables, is the more reasonable 
of the two offers. 

Both the District and the Union seek reclassifications in the sal- 
ary schedule structure. The District proposes the Accounts Clerk 
and Secretary IV positions be separated and the Accounts Clerk be paid 
a higher wage rate. The Union seeks merger of the Secretary I and II 
positions since it proposes moving the only Secretary I employee to a 
Secretary II position. Further, it only proposes rates for the 
Secretary II positions and others above this position. Neither side 
was able to give persuasive reason for the changes it proposed. While 
the undersigned concurs with the District that it might have difficulty 
in the future retaining an Accounts Clerk if it does not adequately 
compensate those individuals for the responsibilities they assume, there 
is no indication this is currently a problem or that the problem is 
imminent. The Union, while stating the job responsibilities for the 
Secretary I and II positions are essentially the same provided little 
reason for why the two positions should be merged. Therefore, the under- 
signed finds this issue will be determined by which final offer is 
selected. 

The final differences between the parties lie in the area-of lan- 
guage changes. Several of the proposed changes have little impact on 
the current language, however, the layoff language, under the U;~'S 
proposal, causes a significant change which involves bumping. 
essence, the proposal made by the Union would allow bumping by seniority 
between the Secretary II and Secretary III classifications. While this 
language is similar to language which exists in the CustodiallMainte- 
nance contract, there has been no demonstrated need for the change 
proposed by the Union and the undersigned is of the belief that these 

c, provisions should be the result of negotiations between parties, if at 
k all possible. Therefore, within a showing of persuasive need, the 

undersigned finds the District's position more reasonable on this item. 

Having concluded earlier the conditions which prevail prior to 
the 1982-83 contract will carry more weight in deciding which of the 
two year offers is more reasonable since the general economic condi- 
tions have changed substantially for 1982-83, the undersigned concludes 
the District's offer is more reasonable in 1982-83. This conclusion 
is arrived at which great reluctance since the 1981-82 offer of the 
Union is somewhat more reasonable than the District's. Thus, the fair- 
ness of issuing a decision which is not totally fair to both the Dis- 
trict and its employees gives cause for great concern to this writer. 
Given this situation, however, it is incumbent upon the undersigned to 
determine whose offer should be implemented and thus, while having 
concluded the District would be able to assume the costs of either 
offer in 1981-82 without any significant burden on the District or its 
taxpayers, the same conclusions cannot be reached for 1982-83. In 
weighing the 1982-83 offers, the undersigned concludes the District's 
offer is more reasonable with regard to cost of living increases and 
with regard to similar percentage increases in economic benefits with 
other comparables in both the public and private sector. While the 
rank may change in 1982-83, the certainty of that has not been estab- 
lished since several districts are unsettled. Further, there was no 
evidence submitted that "catch up" was an overriding factor for the 
Union. Finally, the cents per hour increase offered by the District 
compares favorably with the cents per hour increases offered by other 
districts and in the private sector. Having made these findings, the 
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undersigned also notes the evidence supports a conclusion that wage 
relathionships of this unit remain relatively stable compared with  
other districts which are similar. It is true the health and dental 
insurance contributions favor the Union's o ffer, however, given the 
outside economic factors applying pressure to the governmental budgetary 
process in 1982-83, greater weight must be assigned to the total cost 
o f economic benefits and that relationship to economic improvements a- 
mong comparables and compared to the cost o f living. 

Thus, having reviewed the evidence and arguments and after apply- 
ing the statutory criteria and having concluded the District's o ffer is 
more reasonable as pertains to the 1982-83 aspect o f the final o ffer, 
the undersigned makes the following: 

AWARD 

The final o ffer o f the District, along with  the stipulations of 
the parties which reflect prior agreements in bargaining, as well as 
those provisions of the predecessor collective bargaining agreement 
which remained unchanged during the course of bargaining, are to be 
incorporated into the collective bargaining agreement as required 
by statute. 

Dated this 27th day of December, 1982, a t La Crosse, W isconsin. 

Mediator/Arbitrator 

SKI:mls 



, 
EXHIBIT "A" 

J 

The following, or the attachment hereto, constitutes our final 
offer for the purposes of mediation-arbitration pursuant to Section 
111.70(4) (cm)6. of the Municipal Employment Relations Act. A copy 
of such final offer has been submitted to the other party involved 
in this proceeding, and the undersigned has received a copy of the 
final offer of the other party. Bach page of the attachment hereto 
has been initialed by me. 

(Date) (Representative) 



MULCAHY & WHERRY, S.C. 
lTTOlNC”S AN0 CO”NJ~LOR* AI LAW 

April 27, 1982 

Mr. Dennis P. McGilligan 
Investigator 
Wisconsin Employment 

Relations Commission 
14 W. Mifflin Street, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 7870 
Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7870 

PLSASL RC?LY 70: 
Milwaukee 

Re: School District of Menomonee Falls, 
Case XXXVII, No. 28498 ME/R-l359 

Dear Mr. McGilligan: 

Enclosed please find, pursuant to the timelines set forth in 
your letter dated April 12, 1982, the second final offer sub- 
mitted by the Menomonee Falls School District in the above- 
captioned matter. A copy of this final offer, as with the 
Board final offer dated April 19, 1982, is being forwarded 
directly to Union Representative Richard Abelson. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter, and for your 
assistance in this dispute. 

Very truly yours, 

MULCAHY h WHERRY, S.C. 

MLO/gyb 
Mark L. O lson 

cc: Dr. Jack Magnuson, Supt. -._ 
Personnel Committee 
Mr. Richard Erickson, Asst. Bus. Mgr. 
Mr. Richard W. Abelson 



MENOi4ONEE FALLS SCHOOLS 

APRIL 27, 1982 

SCHOOL BOARB FINAL OFFER 

APi 29 1982 

WISCONSIN EMPLOYMENT 
RCLATIONS COMMISSION 

I. 1981-82 

A. Article XIV, Section 14.01, Hospitalization and Surgical Insurance: 
Insert the following rates in the 1angL rage of current Section 14.01: 
$122.25 per month family; $46.75 per month single. 

B. Article XIII, w: 
1981-82 

Accounts Clerk 
Secretary IV 
Secretary III 
Secretary II 
Secretary I 

Part-time 

Revise Appendix B to reflect the following rates: 

Start 120 Days 

$5.53 per hour $6.15 per hour 
$5.49 per hour $6.10 per hour 
$5.10 per hour $5.67 per hour 
$5.00 per hour $5.56 per hour 
$4.86 per hour $5.41 per hour 
$4.20 per hour $4.66 per hour 

C. Full retroactivity to commencement of 1981-82 contract year. . 

II. 1982-83 

A. Article XIV, Section 14.01, Hospitalization and Surgical Insurance: 
Insert the following dollar amounts in the currel 
$140.59 per month family; $53.75 per m 

at language: 
onth single. 

8. New Section 14.04, Dental Insurance, to read as follows: 

"The Board shall implement, as of July 1, 1982 (or the month 
following the date of a Mediator/Arbitrator's award), a dental 
insurance program providing the following premium amounts 
for all eligible employees, for appropriate family or single 
membership in the Plan: $26.46 per month family; $9.00 per 
month single. It is agreed that the program to be implemented 
shall be essentially equivalent, from the basis of total pack- 
age benefits, to that provided to other school district em- 
ployees as of July 1, 1982.” 

C. Salary 

1982-83 Start -- 120 Days 

Accounts Clerk $5.85 per hour $6.50 per hour 
Secretary IV $5.76 per hour 16.40 per hour 
Secretary III $5.32 per hour $5.92 per hour 
Secretary II $5.22 per hour $6.80 per hour' 
Secretary I $5.08 per hour $5.66 per hour 

Part-time $4.40 per hour $4.88 per hour 

III. All other portions of 1979-81 collective bargaining agreement to remain as 
stated in 1979-81 agreement. 



EXHIBIT "B" 
. . 

The following, or the attachment hereto, constitutes our final 
offer for the purposes of mediation-arbitration pursuant to Section 
111.70(4) (cm)6. of the Municipal Employment Relations Act. A copy 
of such final offer has been submitted to the other party involved 
in this proceeding, and the undersigned has received a copy of the 
final offer of the other party. Each page of the attachment hereto 
has been initialed by me. 

(Date) (Representative) 



Wisconsin Council 40 
AFSCME, AFL-CIO 

, ODANA COURT l MADISON. WISCONSIN Ml9 . 9al974-9199 

April 27, 1982 

Mr. Dennis PlcGilligan 
Wisconsin Employment Relations Comtission 
P.O. Box 7870 APR 3 0 1982 
Madison, Wisconsin 53707 

WISCONSIN LMPLOYMEW 
Dear Hr. Mccilligan: RC.t\TIONS COMMiSSIC.~l 

Enclosed please find a copy of the Union's Final Offer in the 
Menononee Falls School District uatter. 

Very truly YOU=, . 

F&chard Y. Abel& 

ocs Mr. Mark Olson 
Ms. Renee Fischer 
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LOCAL 2765. AFSCXE 
CLERICAL EMPLOYEES FINAL OFFER 

. ' April 20, 1982 v”Sco~S’N f,\!?;Loy ,,,, i \ 

1. Section 5.04 Temporary 
2E!f’~JONS CC~,~,W,~/,~ , 

Daployecr Add the following to the current 
IsBgllsge: 

“IL is agreed that the District shall have the right to l xtmd the 
amplopeot period of a temporary employee for an additional 50 daya, 
upon written notification to the union of the reasons for the extension. 
Such clllployec shall, following expiration of the additional 50 days, 
be separated tram the payroll. 

r 

? 

2. Sec. 9.05 (g) Seleceioar Revise to read as follow: 

“The selectloa of an applicant to fill a Job vacancy ahall be made on 
the basis of skill, ability, sad seniority; however, if the skill aad 
ability of two or more employees, as determined by the A~inistrstion, 
is relatively equal, the employee with the greatest District-wide seniority 
shall be chosen. Determinations as to skill and ability may be subject 
to tha grievance procedure.” 

3. Article 10.02 Layoff Procedure: Revise to read as follow: 

“This procedure shsll apply when the School Board reduces eteff. The 
Board shall have the sole right to detcnsinetheclerical position or 
positions to be eliminated. After the Board has determined which position 
or positions shall be eliminated, the folloving procedure shall be used. 

*The selection of employees to be laid off shall be made according to 
the follouing guidelinear 

1. All temporary, seasonal, casual and probationary employees 
shall be laid off before any regular full-time or regular pare-time 
employee is affected; 

2. Normal l ttritioa resulting from employees retiring or resigning shall 
be relied upon to the extent possiblei 

3. Volunteers vi11 be considered next. In the event the employee does 
volunteer, he/she shall be accorded all rights under this Article; 

4. Layoffs shall be accomplished by the District by classificatioo. 
Should the reduction of the bargaining unit employees in any 
classificstion become necessary , 
order of District-wide seniority. 

the District shall lay off in iaverse 

Rcplscement: 

“In the event that an employee laid off under this Section possesses 
more District-wide saoiority than another employee, the laid off employee 
msy exercise his/her seniority in the following manner, provided that 
the employee is qualified and capable of performing the usual functions 
of the position. It is understood that employees shall not be allowed, 

: 

i 



purruent to thin procedure, to bunp up (see Subace. D, below). For the 
purposes of this bumping procedure, ‘layoff’ shall be defined l a elimination 
of l position in which there is an incumbent bsrgeining unit member. 

a. The laid off employee shall have the right to replace the leaat 
senior mployee in hie/her clarrification if none are lessmior, then 

b. The laid off employee shall have the right to replace the leart 
senior employee in a lover clarsification; if none ere leor rmior, 
then 

c. The leld off employee shill have the right to replace one or more 
part-time employeea to supplement a full-time position. The Mstrict 
vi11 make a reasonable effort to aecomod~te the retention of full- 
time positions. In such en event. the employee shall be placed nt 
the full-time rate in the classification into which he/she bumped. 
It ia understood that if the layoff or btrmping of regular part-time 
employees necessitates a cambiaation or wrk eraignment et different 
locations, or on a rplit shift baais, in-order to meiateio a regular 
full-time porition for the performance of the remaining work, it ia 
understood that the full-time employee exercising bqing righte 
in the two or more pert-time positions mey bo l raigned to work ouch 
combined l eeignment or split shift bsais. 

d. The classifications l hell be a8 follows; within these classifications, 
only dowowmrd bwing ia permitted: 

--Account Clerb/Secretary IV 
--Secretary III* 
--Secretary II* 
--Part-time 

*The clasrifieations of Secretary 11 and Secretary III are to be 
interchangeable for the purposes of “replacement” es defined ln 
paragraph d. Accordingly, a Secretary II ~111, if he/she possesses 
more seniority then a Secretary III, be able to exercise l “boe,p’* 
in l ccordence with the negotiated procedure. 

e. It ir understood that employees in the elassifleation of Account 
Clerk cannot utilize this replacement procedure to bump employees 
in Secretary IV classification; correspondingly, anployees in the 
classification of Secretery IV cannot bump employees in the cl~rsification 
of Account Clerk. Employees in cach.of these respective clarrificationr 
may utilize ~11 other aspects of the replacement procedure aa sot 
forth herein. 

0. 11.07 Teacher Convention Days: Revise to read as follows: 

“Uhen echo01 is not in aeaaion due to Teachers Convention, or other deys 
scheduled off or in lieu thereof, employees shall have the option of 
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working on such days or taking the days off without pay. However, <t L~~tiIssIofi, 
is understood Unit-in the event the District determines that certain 

!. 

unit employees'aire needed on such days, and so notifies the employees 
in question, such employees shall be expected to work, at their normal 
hourly rate, upon such days." 

5. Article XIV, Section 14.01, Hosnitalisation and Surgical Insurance: 
Insert'the foliowing rates in the.language of the current Section'l@.Olr 
$46.75 per month single; and $122.25 per month family for the 1981/82 contract 
year. 'Add a new sentence to Section 14.Of. as follows: 

1. 
"For the second year of the agreement, the District shall pay 
any increases in the abovs-St&ted health insurance policies." 

(Full retroactivfty to July 1, 1981) 
I. 

6. Add a new Section 14.05, Dental Insurance, as folhrsr 
"The parties agree to implement for 1982-83, as of July 1 1982 (or the 
month following the‘date of a Mediator/Arbitrator's awards a dental 

, 

insurance program specifying the monthly dollar amount, in the contract, 
which represents the full dental insurance premium for eligible employees, 
for appropriate family or single membership in the plan. The program to 
be implemented will be an equivalent plan to that provided to.other 
school district employees $s of July 1. 1982. 

7. Appendix “A” 1981-82 Salary Schedule to be effective July 1, 19811 

Position 

Account Clerk/Secretary IV 
Secretary III 
Secretary II+ 
Part-time 

Starting Rate 

4.31 

After 120 Days 

$6.22 
5.76 
5.65 
4.74 

Appendix "B" 1982-83 Salary Schedule to be effective July 1, 1982: 

Position 

Account Clerk/Secretary IV 
Secretary III 
Secretary II+ 
Part-time 

Starting Pate 

"k% 
5:53 
4.64 

After 120 Eays 

$6".g 
. 

6.09 6.~3 
5.11 

*Secretary II As of July 1, 1981, move to Secretary II pay. 

8. Article p Duration of Agreement: Amend to a two-year agreement, 
commencing July 1, 1981 and expiring June 30, 1983. 

9. All other provisions of the 1979-81 collective bargaining agreemsnt to 
red? as stated in the 1979-81 agreement. 

L 

. 


